2012 Regional Operations Training Calendar

January
12 Preparing for TCR Mock Auction – Net Conference
17 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 1 – Net Conference
18 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 2 – Net Conference
26 SPP Train the Trainer – Introduction to ADDIE – Net Conference

February
06 RP and DTS Hands-On
07-08 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – South
08 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 1 – Net Conference
09 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 2 – Net Conference
14-16 Regional Emergency Operations Training
23 Preparing for TCR Mock Auction – Net Conference
23 Voltage Control and Stability – Net Conference
23 Control Performance Standards – Net Conference
27 Job Task Analysis Information Session – Net Conference
28 Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) – Net Conference
29 SPP EIS Market Basics – Net Conference

March
01 Congestion Management – Net Conference
05 RP and DTS Hands-On
06-07 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – West
06 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 1 – Net Conference
07 Integrated Marketplace Overview Module 2 – Net Conference
08 SPP Train-the-Trainer Design and Development – Net Conference
13-15 Regional Emergency Operations Training
13 Preparing for TCR Mock Auction – Net Conference
26-29 SPP System Operations Conference – Little Rock, AR

April
03 SPP Criteria – Net Conference
03 Reserve Sharing System (RSS) – Net Conference
05 EOP Standards – Net Conference
05 Voltage Control and Stability – Net Conference
10 RP and DTS Hands-On
11-12 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – East
17-19 Regional Emergency Operations Training
23-26 SPP System Operations Conference – Lafayette, LA
May
02 Control Performance Standards – Net Conference
02 SPP Criteria – Net Conference
03 Reserve Sharing System – Net Conference
03 EOP Standards – Net Conference
07 RP and DTS Hands-On
08-09 Sub-Regional Restoration Drill – North
10-11 (Tentative) Emergency Response Drill – North
14 SPP Train-the-Trainer Documentation and Audit Prep – Net Conference
15-17 Regional Emergency Operations Training
21 RP and DTS Hands-On
22-23 CIP Workshop
22-24 Regional System Restoration Drill

June
05 Voltage Control and Stability – Net Conference
05 Control Performance Standards – Net Conference
07 SPP Criteria – Net Conference
07 Reserve Sharing System (RSS) – Net Conference
12 Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) – Net Conference
13 SPP EIS Market Basics – Net Conference
14 Congestion Management – Net Conference
19-21 SPP Train-the-Trainer Workshop – Little Rock, AR

July
No training scheduled at this time.

August
No training scheduled at this time.

September
04 RP and DTS Hands-On
05-06 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – East
10 Job Task Analysis Informational Session – Net Conference
11-13 Regional Emergency Operations Training
18 EOP Standards – Net Conference
19 Control Performance Standards – Net Conference
20 Reserve Sharing System (RSS) – Net Conference
24-27 SPP System Operations Conference – Omaha, NE

October
01 RP and DTS Hands-On
02-03 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – North
04-05 (Tentative) Emergency Response Drill – North
09-11 Regional Emergency Operations Training
16 Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) – Net Conference
17 SPP EIS Market Basics – Net Conference
18 Congestion Management – Net Conference
22-25 SPP System Operations Conference – Kansas City, MO
29 RP and DTS Hands-On
30-31 Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – West
November

01-02  (Tentative) Emergency Drill West
05    RP and DTS Hands-On
06-07  Sub-Regional System Restoration Drill – South
08-09  (Tentative) Emergency Response Drill – South
13-14  Compliance Workshop
13    Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) – Net Conference
14    SPP EIS Market Basics – Net Conference
15    Congestion Management – Net Conference
15    SPP Train-the-Trainer Forum – Net Conference
27    Voltage Control and Stability – Net Conference
28    SPP Criteria – Net Conference
29    EOP Standards – Net Conference

December

03    RP and DTS Hands-On
04-06  Regional System Restoration Drill